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Foreword
I am the author, neither a panther nor a tiger… but my own keeper.
The swinish capitalism is everywhere… innocence turned into a
dream. It's very difficult to change what bestial beings have done to
nature!
Well, dear readers, I've reached 111 books that I have published on
my own thus far; a great cultural and creative achievement! Frankly,
I'm tired and exhausted of my great and rare life work. You won't
find in Israel a single artist who self-published 111 books! But you
will find in YouTube 24 pieces of music… my own Israeli classic.
With loving hugs,
David Goldman
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Rozhi
Rozhi, I wanted to love you
And you went out to the street at night
You didn't know what to do
Whether to love or let it through
Rozhi, my little Rozhinka
You are the flower in my garden
I breathe you into my heart
Tell me your suffering and be mine
Nights with smiles and make-outs
Your eyes tell me your whereabouts
Your dear face is as smooth as glass
Tell me how the fruit tastes
Rozhi, tell me your worry
Does it make your heart sorry?
Are your nights soaked with tears?
Love me more and never ease
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Let's Love
No matter what you bear
My love to you is all I care
Let's love until our last breath
Come to me, little woman
Step into the light, my little
Either way the spike will grow
You lips are dripping with nectar
You are a little blessing from God
Let the fire of love burn
Let's fly into light
Into the blue and onto a star
Let's love on the streets
At love-filled nights I'll stare at your blue eyes
You'll be my lady and I'll be your man
We'll love without end until dawn
I'll stay in your tiny temple until the real light shines
You and I wish to taste the fruit
And the fire of love will glow
It will be hard to blow
I'll feel your soft hands and breasts
Even in raging waters our love lasts
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Tell Me
Tell me what the world is telling you
Tell me if you love them all
Is the fire of love immortal?
Does this world has any hope
I ask and you don't answer
Start thinking if there is love
Crashing waves in the raging sea
Boats rush for shore, the candle burns
And I ask you again
Why do you keep the strain?
Go where true love dwells
Our time is borrowed; hear the toll of the bells
And I call your name
Your answer is out my frame
I believe in love, that's my dough
It is intended for those who know
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I Know and You Know
I want to have sex with you
Be it in June or at fall
In the whirlpool of sense with you I combine
And feel with you on cloud nine
You want my loving
Don’t play with my heart's strings
Because a string might get torn
And you won't see the candle burn
I want you real close
Talk straight, don’t get lost
You play your love in your soul
And I can't sense it at all
Don't play games
Your face tells your aims
Indeed, I had many beloved ones
I want you more than once
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Ideal of Beauty
I want you, my beloved
You are the ideal of beauty, my delight
You are pure and clear as snow
As water in its flow
I look into your eyes and they tell
You are part of me, no more hell
A rainbow broken into stripes
God, save my beloved one
Chorus:
Like Covenant between the Pieces
I'll love you to the grave
Like laws from Mount Sinai
I'll always love you and hold my head high
My girl is like the Song of Songs
She is part of my life all along
In pink I paint the world
I am your humble servant of old.
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My Eyes Have Seen You
I passed by you on the street
And I really saw fit
Your hair was resting on your shoulder
I captured your image in my heart
Chorus:
Your eyes met mine
You are part of the riddle in my life
Clouds passed by
The waves at sea were high
I saw you again the other day
I thought climbing a mountain would make me gay
For you I'll cross oceans and seas
Because you're mine, that is
When I gently shook your hand
My heart would start to fiddle and bend
Why did you wait for so long?
I told myself to get in there strong
Your soft eyes, the flame in your heart
I love and think about you with all my might
You dug your way into my soul
My dear, you turned my heart into a whole
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Come, My Dear
She's living next door
Passing by me every day
Her image engraved in my heart
Tell me your songs
I call out to her, honey, listen
She's waving to me
Telling me absentmindedly
Find someone who knows you
Chorus:
I tell her la-la-la-la
How many times you're passing by
Miss, you keep my heartbeats high
You raise the pressure of my blood
Let's go to Amsterdam
Let's take the bus or a cab
Come, my dear, I'll buy you a record
I'll walk you around the market
You're making me addicted to booze
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I Wanted to Tell You
White-covered hilltops kissing the sky
Between the suns a songbird sounds a cry
The humming wind caressing your face
In silent dusk I imagine your trace
Night is falling; I look up to the stars
Asking whether openness is good for lovers
Asking what every human being should ask
The birds have spent their sleep at the top of the oak
I'm thinking where nature is taking us
Will we be together or multiply
Tell me, my little one, whisper from your heart
Will this love story not fall apart?
I wanted to say something simple
If we walk this earth hand in hand, you will never lose your way
Put your delicate arm around my waist
Let's get together and pick the fruit
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Taxes
It's all because of the tax racket
They empty our pockets
They are blowing our minds
We tear our hair and leave it behind
Receiving pay slips at the beginning of the month
Like a mosquito bite
Income tax and national insurance
Is there anything left for my assurance?
Submitting statements by the end of each year
So much paperwork, it makes one fear
Also seeing the accountant
Searching the files for anything redundant
And there is lip tax and true tax
And black capital in every hidden place
Security tax and government loan
Come on, leave my money alone
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Waiting and Disappointment
Chorus:
Raise your head, sing out loud
Clap your hands, stars behind the clouds
The moon spreading light above in the sky
Lovers sound their cry
He said you are mine forever
She replied, you will never be alone, never
We will be together year-round
I'll wait till you return from the war.
The lad returned dusty and sweating
Walking pathways see him coming
Looking here, the house appears
But he didn't tell the young miss
He arrives at the door and there's a note
I left you, my love, I'm now remote
I have been waiting for a very long time
I found another lad in his prime.
Our guy is walking sad and doleful
The sky is gray with a first ray of light
Saying, this is the price of love
Tomorrow I will find a new one.
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Whispers of Love
She whispers in my ear like the humming wind
An apple falling off the tree
Warm winds are blowing from the desert
My love, will it be that way tomorrow
Doves crying in the distance
Fields of wheat are being plowed
Light me up, light my fire
I guess that you burn with desire.
Whispering in my ear like the charred embers
Replying with crashing waves and warm winds
Putting down the sails
The compass points to other paths.
Chorus:
Turning the flame up and down,
Playing with the power of love
Facing the wind and the storm
Sometimes whispering words of love
We stare each other in the eye
Like virgin sunrise to the end of time
Your face is glowing, your heart is pounding
I am captured by your charm.
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Night of Moon and Stars
It is twenty two past ten
Will the sky open their gate?
It is twenty three past ten
You want to win my heart
It is already midnight
Slowly fading light
My prayer is rising to the sky
Looking for one or two stars
I thought about you night and day
For you I went to pray
I've been waiting nights and days
You left me with disappointment.
The stars are flickering slowly
And again my heart feels lonely
The moon is shining, a star is falling
Will my wish be accepted?
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I Love You
I wake up with you day after day
I miss you day after day
In the morning I breathe your hair
At night I feel your body
You are my only love
I love you with all my heart
For you I will climb a mountain
You will never see me fall apart
I will do many things for you
Soar to the sky to pick you some stars
And draw you a rainbow
I will sign with you a pact of blood
Woman, you're the only one I love
I love you from the bottom of my heart
We went through thorns and thistles
I love you forever more
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Duet for Yearning
How many tears fell down my cheek?
How many days of crying
How many days I sat alone
And my heart was left alone
And I knew nothing about you
But my pain was always dull
I was far, light years away
I've been waiting for you to return for good
And your image is still engraved in my heart
I love you with all my might
I know the day of joy will come
And you'll return to me, to your home
Sitting by the windows and looking at the stars
Come back to me and bring me flowers
Come back to me in one piece
I will put away all my troubles
Chorus:
Breaking up was so tough
Now we want to get back together
Let's forget the sad past
Because the now is cherished
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I Love you like an Old Wine
I love you like an old wine
Love is not a proverb
The wind is blowing on my face
You are my love and soul
I love you days and nights
Between frenzied dreams at night
I think about you between the lines
Between the words, love kisses the tones
Chorus:
I want you without compromise
You are the wind that moves me
I want you; you're the one I want with me
At spring, summer, winter and fall, I am in love when the leaves fall
Your velvet hair rests on my face
Your body, girl, is like a myth
Your eyes are two loving doves
To me, my love, you are the rising dawn
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Please Tell
My woman, please tell why
Throughout the week you went away
Now I'm deeply hurt
I asked how you live in an unknown place
Chorus:
Tell me why you left the loving nest
I love you; what are you looking for in life
You paint my world in pink
My dear, I want you more and more
Tell me why and how
Why I do love you with such pain
Tell me why the sun sets in the west
Looking for you on the streets and feeling bad
Look in my eye; laugh, my love
Start singing again
Give me your love and I'll be your man
I love you and will build your palace
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That's What I Told You
I love you, that's what I told you
Did I tell you that I'm thinking about you?
And you are chained to my soul
And you know my love
Remember I told you about the rainbow in the sky
It is known to one and all that we are bonded by blood
Our love grows intense when the dawn comes
I love you and my heart hums
Even a bird has a home and nest
And so do we, let's get warm together
Let's love tenderly without sticking to our stead
Let's party with love till the end of life
At nights I hold you in my lap,
I breathe you my love
We are both inside a rainbow
My love, let's be together till the end of time
Chorus:
That's right, I said I love
And also told you that I think about you
You play the strings of my heart
Because you are my only love
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There Are Two Notes in Love
When I hear your voice
I ask why and how
But I explain to the young lady
How do you take care of love?
You did something small for me
You changed part of my point of view
But in love there is give and take
Like threading through the eye of the needle
If you thread to the right place
Our love will look like a palace
If the thread becomes loose
It would be harder to put love in the groove.
There are two notes in love
One is playing in my heart and the other in my soul
If we combine the two
Our love will never fade
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Smoke in My Eyes
I love you like smoke
Going up to the sky and turning into a cloud
I can't see you anymore
I need glasses
You are to me like a bad strike
As though I have been slapped
Like a sunstroke on my head
Like cypress thorns
You are like burning oil
Like an odorless flower
Like meat without flavor
You lack vitmains.
You are like a used car
You disrupt everything from afar
You are also going when the light is red
You don't let me breath
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Petals
Petals are slowly falling down
I take another look at you
Locked garden, locked garden my love
Don't interrupt my bloom
You are dark, your eyes like doves
You are the rose among the lilies
A pebble stone and gushing stream
Is there anything more to ask?
Like an oasis with a lake of water
Like a tree in the desert and water in the mountain
Like the cry of the doves in a new dawn
You bring me the day in which I am reborn
Arise, wake up, my bride
Show me your bloom
The dawn is rising, the sun is emerging
I look at the petals once again
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Talk to Me
Talk to me, what is hurting you
Tell me and I'll take you
On the wings of joy and love
On the waves of passion and rejoice
Tell me in the blazing sun
Tell me in the raging winter
Smile to me in the fall of the leaves
Laugh for me in the pinkish spring
Your suffer I'll bear with me
Your laughter is like the cry of doves
Your crying is like the droplets of dew
Love me; the day is passing by and almost through
I will return to your body every day
I will smooth you brood on your naked body
And kiss you with passion
You are my love
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Memory from the Meeting Place
Every night I sit and suffer
My heart is beating without slowing down
I'm thinking about you all the time
Maybe we should meet next week
I am going to our meeting place
Near the tree there is a bench
And on the tree the marks are carved
And there is a drawing of two hearts, both halved
I recall the days in the meeting place
Do you remember how I was excited?
You blushed like a red apple
When I kissed you and wiped you lipstick
Now I'm sitting and staring at the beach
Remember how good it was
When night was falling and dusk setting in
It turned into a night of loving
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Drawing and Playing
I will make your hair into a brood
I will kiss you on your cheek
I caress your neck with passion
Come to me, my love
Your blood-red lips
Forever covering your body with kisses
You're attractive, you are charming
You captured me in your net
Like a twitching fish
What you do is unfair
You play with my feelings time and again
Yes, I know I am being loved
You don't know where to draw the line
I feel like being chained to you
You make me be in delirium
Yes, you are the princess of dreams
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Only the Trash
There was a very nice party
Only the trash was left from this party
And a bunch of jumbled phrases and kisses
That vanished as if never were at all
Chorus:
Then… only trash was left from the party
And pungent smell of cream and torn balloons
Then… only trash was left from the party
And the morning wind had taken the memories.
You left a mark on my face with your lipstick
But it's nothing, I went to sleep
I can't remember the party at all
Because only the trash from the party was left
The music had died out and also the company
And the fake smiles have vanished, too.
Then… only the trash was left from the party
The trash people will come and take it soon.
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That's exactly what I Said
True, I told you that I love you
Have I told you I was thinking about you?
And you know you are involved in my soul
And you know only my love.
True, I told you about the rainbow in the sky
I know that we are bonded by blood
Upon dawn our love will grow strong
I love you, my heart is pounding
The bird also has a home and nest
And so we'll warm ourselves and hope for the best
Let's love gently without stepping on each other
Rejoice with love until our last breath.
And at night you are in my lap
I breathe you, my love
We are both caught in a rainbow
My dear, we shall love forever more.
Chorus:
True, I told you that I love
And also told you I think about you
You play the strings of my heart
Because you are my only love
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I Love You
I love you so much
I am thinking about you on the streets
When I'm sitting in my car and turn the record
You are my dream, you are my day, and you are my future
Chorus:
I take your image everywhere
I want to be with you all day
My flower, an unpicked flower
Your body is so gentle and soft
You don't know what I'm about to say
Tomorrow already on its way
A leaf has fallen, a bird sang loud
Come… come… hug me, my love
I touch and kiss you softly
I've known you for quite a while
I breathe you deep into my lungs
Do you know how the fruit tastes?
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Your Man is Gone
Your man is gone
It seems your man was hurt
Your man has given everything and loved
All you have now is void
Your man has taken his toll
He decided to leave the beauty of them all
He left you all alone
And you think your time is on
And you will dream of rainbows
Dream of pleasant shadows
Think of the moments you have had
But now it's all in your head
The day goes by so fast
The night tells you nothing
Your prime has elapsed
It has gone to another day
Chorus:
Because your man in gone
You did not give him anything he loved
He looked into your eyes
The fall was left behind
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The Blues
I sing the blues within my heart
I sing the blues in pain
With feelings and gasp
Song with all my soul
Chorus:
I am singing the blues
Nobody will move
A song within my soul
With love to one and all
Singing the blues with Do Re Mi
Singing for them and me
Singing to the guitar and saxophone
Can't hear the crowd's tone
I'm singing the blues with love
And ask that no one will move
Hear and listen to the music
My blues hits everyone with its groove
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Loving You
I feel the touch of your body
And I am all thrilled
It happened to us suddenly
And flooded me warmly
I love every inch of you
Even if your heart hurts
All the roads are leading to you
I can't live without you
I love you with passion
Throughout my winding route
In a star-filled night
I love you with all my might
A moment before the dawn breaks
I tell you at once
Our love is virgin and real
The future of our love is thrill
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Where is My Love
Sitting at home, the shutters are shut and it's dark
People have gone as if they never were
Staring at the ceiling and thinking about you, my love
Will the days that passed ever return?
And thinking again, calling out your name, I love you
Chorus:
Where are you, my love? You haven't gone, the birds are singing
Give a chance, my love, give a chance to love
I know, my dear, the dawn will rise
The sunset and calm horizon, we will unite once again
At night in bed I am groping for your beautiful body
Caressing the pillow and the night is endless
Waiting to see you when the dawn will shine for us tomorrow
We loved and did not think about our blooming road
Those beautiful days that we used to love
Chorus:
Where are you, my love? You haven't gone, the birds are singing
Give a chance, my love, give a chance to love
I know, my dear, the dawn will rise
The sunset and calm horizon, we will unite once again forever
The sunset and calm horizon, we will unite once again
My love…
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How Do You Do
Got arrested by the police, hey, what happened
I haven't committed a crime, I swear
I am being blamed for loving every day
Please let me go, please set me free again
Day after day I am in a dream
I'm broken; show me the light of day
Got arrested by the police, hey, what happened
I haven't committed a crime, I swear
Please, honorable judge, I haven't done a thing, oh… oh…
I've got my family waiting, please, let me go
Please, honorable judge, I haven't done a thing, oh… oh…
Set me free, set me free, I'm miserable!
Tell me how do you do, you were sitting for many days
Not thinking, crying at times, tell me how do you do
Tel me how do you do, you were sitting for many days
Where are all the friends, tell me how do you do
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You Are My Sunshine
Chorus:
You are my sunshine… the rising sun
You are air for me to breathe
You are my flower… in bloom
Walking on dirt paths, on roads; our routes of love
Walking in pain and thinking about you. Nearly snapped without you
Days are passing aimlessly, the sky is bright blue
Come closer to my mind; enter my soul, my innocent love
Orange sunset, loving you with warmth in the same place
Final steps into your arms, my love, my soul, my sun
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Can't Do Without You
Like a bird to a bird
Like a dove to a dove
Like a butterfly flying into the light
I love you, can't do without you
Can't do without you at night
It's hard for me but I pray for you
Like a ship that went on shoal
I look for your closeness every day
Like emerging rays in a cold world
I want you tomorrow, too
The warmth of your virgin body
Because you were meant for me, my dear
Chorus:
The wind crashing the waves on the breaker
A butterfly flying into the light is broken
Young lad yearning for the virgin
Don't stop the tune… tune… tune…
You come closer to my body
Trying to conquer me with your whispers
Come, my love, rest your body against mine
Let's forget tomorrow, my love, it's not too late… it's not too late
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City of Smoke and Love
City of smoke and love
City of a little woman
Among nightclubs
She is standing and watching the night till dawn
City of a woman and missed love
City of a woman who would not kneel
A woman in a city without mercy and compassion
A woman in a city of patrons
Chorus:
Little woman, light-minded and sweet
Hurry up to the dance floor
To the alternating red and yellow and green lights
I dance and love you
Your city, night and day
Looking at you, looking and impressed
Your lovely body and face
Dance with me, don't lose your pace
Let your love break free
Hug me; spin me on the dance floor
I feel you among the clouds
Clutching and clutched by hands on the dance floor
A woman of city of smoke and love
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Paint Me a Painting Duet
Paint me a painting, my love, paint
What did you paint; a woodhouse, sun and lovers
Yes dear, yes dear, that's what we need
And also a rainbow so I can forget the world
Caress me my love; caress me, last night we were together
Sometimes there is no calmness and love from the stage fright
Hold me, kiss me, and clutch me onto your body
I love you because you are my love
Stop the time, my love, stop
Let's cherish the best moment
My love, I don't want to hurry up
I don't need something on which to lament
My love, warm me up with your body
The time is behind and ahead of us
My dear, the blue sky is watching
Birds kiss the last rays of the day
It's a sign there is another night for love
Chorus:
You and I will not stop in the morrow
But we will love in Tamuz and Ab
Waves are kissing the shore
The silent horizon remains flat
Let's take the day and paint in the dream
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Ambitions
Your time is my time
Your light may be different than mine
Your hope is not mine
Your love is not my love
Your rainbow looks nothing like mine
The wind on my back is not like yours
Your food may be different from mine
And therefore your love isn't my love
The hope and expectation are nowhere alike
The loves and letdowns do not strike
Your music is totally different
Tomorrow is unknown because it is future
Your ambitions are unlike mine
Neither you nor I can reach the sun, moon and stars
Force majeure is unknown to you and me
What else can you know, my love
Chorus:
Oh rainbow, there you are
Wind from the west and a cloud, there you are
The sun is shining, a bird is twitting
The light of God is here for your safekeeping
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Waiting for You
Waiting for you is painful
The pain gets into the heart
Because you are the one I love
And I think only about you
Chorus:
I want you in my arms
You are part of love of my life
You are the sunrise, the moon at night
I pray for you with all my might
Being alone is painful
I already want you in the spring
To lie down with you among the flowers
Rest on your breasts, my love
The wind is hitting my face
The drops of rain above
My love, I've been waiting for you for so long
I love you, dear, and thinking about you
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You Love Me
You gave me your youth
You peeled off your clothes
I caressed your breasts
I was captured by you
Because of me you tried to commit suicide
I had no work at that time
I gave you all I ever wanted
I went with you all around town
We went to nightclubs and hotels
Fancy dinners and money down the drain
We scorched the dance floors
Under the blinking lights
Chorus:
Your love to me was impossible
I bought you a record for your birthday
You scratched it badly
My dear, there is no turning back
Your day is night
I love you and it's not enough
I kiss your face in dreams, my love
There is still quite a way for love
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Love is a Word
Love is a word
Love is a story
Love is life
Without love, without nothing
Chorus:
Like a broken butterfly in the light
No my love, I can't
Like the moon at lovers' night
I love you all my life
Just give me a sign
Just give me a sign
Here, my love, I'm already here
I love you also when I ache
My heart is saying, I love
I want you here next to me
Yes, you are my destiny
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Months of the Year
In Tishri I'm sitting and drinking tea
In Cheshvan you came up in smoke
In Kislev my heart aches
In Teveth I pick the guitar
Here comes Shvat
In Adar all is great
In Nissan you gave me a sign
In Iyar all is gone
In Sivan there is a marked card
In Tamuz, love will move
In Ab, everyone is in love
In Elul, I will harvest the yield
Thus the months of the years pass by
Every month provides a word
And the year goes by fast
And here the song will end.
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I Know
I know that everything is just for fun
I know that it's all a distant story
The clouds are always changing
But I am the only one
I'm one with my feelings and slant on life
On women, flowers, the free butterflies
On pain and joy, sadness and love
Gentlemen, to each his own
I love the sun, the sunrise and sunset
I love saying thanks to the morning after
Caressing your face and kissing your breasts
Enjoy our love to the end under the sky
I love the world in colors
Walking the fields with you and picking flowers
Lying down naked and loving among the flowers
Merge with you and together breathe the nature
How old are you; you are already seventy seven
Chorus:
I know, it's all fun in the dream
Come, dear, let's seize the day
Leave tomorrow for your mind
Yes you, yes you, you are the dream
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Maybe
Maybe I didn't love you
Maybe I haven't shown you the way
Maybe I didn't hold you in my hand
But you are the wind blowing on my back
Chorus:
You are always on my mind
Dear, you are my eyesight, a whole world
I love you, give me a chance
To live with you and not die
When the dawn breaks with first rays
I open my eyes and look at you, my angel
My little angel, the light of my life
I love you endlessly
A ray of sunlight fell on your face
My love, it made your eyes bright
Silent laughter on your cute face
Yes, you are the girl of my dreams
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Understand and Cherish the Love
When I was six
I didn't know about life
I didn't know what the moon was like
And why does the rose bloom
I didn't know what fire was
And why do men give up
And how the world is so smart
And how everything has smell
Little by little I started to understand
How life is running in this world
How come there is love and there is hate
Everything has a beginning
But what I've learned most
Is to cherish the love in your heart
To keep your love blazing
But it does matter who the lady is
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Come, My Dove
Where will the right love come from?
Maybe from the north, east, or on the city streets
Come, my white dove, spread your wings
Take the pain way up to your God
Chorus:
Come, beautiful dove, cast your shadow
You know that I love you
I want to softly caress your hair
To kiss your lips and lost with you
Caress me; take away my pain
Tell if time loves you
Smile to me as always on time
Rest your head on my shoulder and look up, there are no clouds
Come, my innocent dove, I loved you and still do
Come, talk to me from your little, soft heart
Speak wisdom and sense
Remember we met over the phone
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So Udi
I have a neighbor whose name is Udi
All day his mother was calling him cute little Udi
Eat and finish your sandwich
Let's start the story all over again
Chorus:
Cute little Udi eat your sandwich
You need to grow up
Because the world is full of might
If you knew it all you would have no fright
Cute little Udi, it's time to prepare
The world is vast and huge, and sometimes you will need more air
So Udi, eat your sandwich
Be strong, there's a war waiting for you
The world is sometimes oh-so sweet
But it fools you, laugh with it
So Udi, don't forget to give a kiss
When you go outside look to your left and right
Because the world is full of might
So Udi, remember your mother all the time
She took care of you and not just for fun
When you walk, walk straight
Thus tomorrow you will last
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You Took It All Away
You took my sun
You took the light
You shamed me everywhere
But I remained with the hidden happiness somewhere
You hurt my charming love
But I didn't fight back
Because love was made for togetherness
Because in love you open up
I imparted on you kisses and words
I bought you gifts in the holidays
I kissed you in every sense
But you, my love, you are not here
Chorus:
I want you in the morning and at night
My pain is inferno and I pray
I want you within my mind, within my soul
I want you, my little butterfly, my joy
You turned your back because of a friend
The friend became a fiend
But true love you will never know
Because I am deep in you, I am not just saying so
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Peace Dove
Many years we have been waiting for you
Many years of suffering
Many years we have expected you
In pain and yearnings and loving hearts
Chorus:
Thunder, lightning, strong flash
Rainbow; here you are
Fluttering your wings high above in the sky
Peace in Zion and Jerusalem
Many songs we sang for you
Songs of hope and peace
But you were not in a hurry
You knew… you knew that dream would come true
Clear wings, white as snow
You flew above in the sky of blue
Suddenly, a sign was lit for you
Yes, here we want peace
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Dream Princess
Blue is the color of the sea
And your lips are blood red
Orange is the color of the sun
Have you forgotten yesterday?
Blue is the sky
Your cheeks are pink
Black is the furnace
So don't go away
Your eyes are like doves
And your face is like two apples
Your hair is scarlet
Yes, yes, you are my girl
Your neck is like an ivory tower
To everything I'll say Amen
And your hands are so soft
Yes, you are a dream princess
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Seizing the Day
Like an alley cat
To one and all I'm free of debt
Like a free wave in the sea
Here I am
Like a virgin sunrise
I don't think of the future
Like the setting of the sun
I don't think of what was done
I am seizing the day
And that's the most beautiful way
Singing a song with all my might
I'm not fawning with anyone
I live my life from day to day
Sometimes I have a dream
Sometimes letdowns and hope
One day there will be love
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Like the Waves
Like the waves coming to the shore
I'm looking for a shore to love
A quiet place with my love
Half a circle of horizon and ripple
Shining waves are resting from their crash
I am without any ambition, without sadness
The sun is aiming its rays on the shore
Yes, woman, it's time for love
Let me be a bird without a job
Every free moment is play and joy
The shadow of life does not let me rest
Only you; only you will give me strength
The palm trees are tall and proud
I love you, the story of your life
A voice is calling, the day is short, and the night has passed
The dawn is breaking, it's not too late
Chorus:
Like waves coming to shore
Love only your beloved one
Let the time go by
See the light in your love
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Like the Pain
Like the pain of breaking up
You deserted me without an anchor
Without love, without compassion
You took me by surprise
The day is long and the night is endless
An empty bed, cold as ice
Groping and searching, kissing the horizon
I want you again, girl
Chorus:
Days are passing by and so do months
My time is a thing of the past
Like a nomad, I feel lonely
With you it could be lovely
I want the bright days back
My heart goes out to you, my soul in your hands
Give me a sign my love
Darling, I want to find the way back
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Peace to Arabs and Jews
Peace to Arabs and Jews
Ahmad with the Ful and Mat'ame
Yankel with the Cholent and the skullcap
Mustafa is reading the Quran with intent
Two peoples, two flavors
Two cultures, endless loves
Each is happy in their heart
Mustafa loves Frida
Yehiel and Fatma play in the pitch
Marwat and Yoel are picking hush hash
They are all sitting in the back yard, eating with their hands
Two pots with heavenly tastes
Peace to Ahmad and Faida
Peace to Rina and Frida
The first rays driving out the clouds
All is one and we are here
Chorus:
Thunder, lightning, bright shining
Rainbow, there you are
Spreading the wings high in the sky
Peace, peace, no more blood
Love forever, peace for all…
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Give Me Your Love
I sipped the beer until the end
I couldn't stop dreaming about your face
I see your face in everyone
You are my princess, not just another one
Chorus:
Give me your love
Give me because I love
I'll build you a palace of gold
Because I'm in love
Every day I wake up again
Every day with you I am thrilled
Every day is sweet and important to me
Every day I am a beloved one
Because you are mine forever more
I cannot leave you and live offshore
I'll give you my love with all my heart
Because I love you and we'll never part
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I loved you like the Blue Sky
I loved you like the blue sky
With you I was like a fish in the water
Like the first rays of the sun
For me you were the mother of loves
Chorus:
I gave you all I could
You took it all
All stars of the dawn shine bright
The day was pale next to our love
The night awaited us
Under full moon you wanted me more
You said, God forbid, a star will fall
Love will never end, my heart will never drain
Night stars and moon for a couple of lovers
Love story of once in a lifetime
Music from the room of lovers
Kisses, turbulence of passionate love
At midnight, lying at my feet
My dear, you are the love of my life
The days passed by, went by, would never come back
Your face has changed beyond recognition, you turned your back
You hit me like the blazing sun at noon
I'm searching for you, my love, I want you real close
You took it all from me in holidays and weekdays, you took it all
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Sitting Alone
Sitting alone and sadness strikes me
Loneliness and memories come and go
I think that there is no god
Opening and closing the shutters
Chorus:
I remember the days with you, my love
Our love had no way back
We loved until we fainted
We stayed together until we got exhausted
A tear is falling down my cheek
Many long nights of crying
Yearning and longing for the beautiful days
I know God is listening
My heart is humming, pounding strongly
I wish for more love
To feel her hug in my arms
I haven't loved enough; I haven't loved enough
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Standing on the Pier
Standing on the pier, waves are crashing
Thus my life has crashed to all directions
I loved, hated, sacrificed and hoped
I gave my soul, with love I'm soaked
Today I'm standing on the pier, watching the sea
My ship had drowned somewhere
Angry waves crashed onto the shore
I looked for you, my love, with sadness
Looking to the horizon, waves are coming
Quiet horizon, lowered skies
Kingfisher in the water, love up to the sky
I loved more than once or twice
Long days of crying and pain
I looked up to find some lover
All my friends and companions folded to some corner
When I was giving things I was the best in the world
Chorus:
Wave is crashing on the breaker
My love is coming tomorrow
Look deep into my eyes
My eyes are both laughing and wise
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Dana, Oh Come Back To Me
Chorus:
Dana, night is falling and it's dark
Dana, longings in my heart
Dana, the stars are beautiful in the sky
Come back, forget it all and the upset
We loved so much, my first love
I gave you my heart and soul
What more could I say, my love
Come back to me, I'll breathe you in deep
Get into my lap, I'll kiss you warmly
Love me as always, I'm in a dream
The candle is burning away, tomorrow is here
The candle is burning away… It's over
My love to you I will save forever
Only a loving look separates between us
Breathe in my love like the sounds of an organ
Love me, my dear, love me. Come back – I'm in love with you
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My Young Love
She met him on a bright day
He seemed to her the most beautiful guy in town
She said, he will be mine
It turned to something nice with time
She dressed perfectly well
Tight jeans and extra lipstick
She only gave him her body
But he took all her money
Chorus:
In every opportunity he asked for cash
And all she wanted all the time was sex
She felt the most beautiful and excited girl in town
Because she gave her nights and money to the knight
When she realized her money was running out
The beautiful man started crying out
He went to other nightclubs to find another Lolita
And here the story begins again
She wanted him at night in every sense
Love for something out of sight
Showing her body around town
Saying, I'm Lolita, the most beautiful girl in town
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Epilogue
The world became a place in which living is very difficult. Wars,
bloodshed, religious struggles. If not for religion, our world would
have been a better place. There is no enough food for the entire
population and billions remain hungry. My dears, we have passed the
point of no return years ago. I wish you all world peace! But it is
naïve and impossible. Each and every one of you will try to change
their immediate surrounding for the better. Keep the flame of love
burning. Give love but never demand it back. Help those who lag
behind!
From David Goldman with love
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David Goldman was born in 1950. At the age of 24 he has started writing his first poems and would
relentlessly continue writing to this very day.
His clear observation and high sensitivity are well reflected in his poems, poems that touch every
person, sweeping, flowing poems on many subjects.
David specializes in writing poems and sketches from life that concern every person and make them
laugh.
David has published 111 books by himself, an unprecedented record!
In 1978 David had been painting and displaying his works in many exhibitions across the country.
The poems books will touch you, and make you shed a tear and raise a smile on your face, and this book
is one of them.
David's books has been published in newspapers and distributed by Modan publishing house and
Steimatzky. Additionally, David has appeared in various interviews in the local media and press and has
been recognized for his prolific writing by top-tier political figures.
David is an ACUM member, producer, record producer, author, and book producer.
I hope you will enjoy reading my poem, and I believe they will touch your heart with love and that
reading them will give you moments of joy, laughter, and delight.

Yours, David Goldman
Congratulations for the publishing of your book "Days of Rainbow" and your nomination for the
president award for literature 2002. The Hebrew culture, creation, art, literature and the new Hebrew
poetry are notable achievements of the Zionist revolution. There is no doubt you are part of it. "Nothing
in this world is comparable to the joy of creating. He, who was touched by God, had won: and he must
share this gift of God with the multitude (meditation of Rabbi Kook)
Limor Livnat

I enjoyed reading your poems. I congratulate you for the publication of your poem book "Love
Serenade." I had the impression that your poetry reflects your world, a sensitive, diverse, and rich
world. The poems exhibit the originality and inner truth of the poet. It is evident they come from the
heart and enter the heart. I wish you many years blessed with creation in the future.
Avraham Burg

I understood you are about to publish your dozen books. No doubt we are dealing with a life work, and
only few of us can have such an impressive life work attributed to them. As an occasional poet, I envy
you for your vibrant muses that water your poems inexhaustibly.
Yosi Sarid

Upon second publication of your dozen books, accept my warm congratulations. Your creativity, by
which you translate experience to words, is appreciable. I wish you continued prolific writing and
expression of your voice in the literary creative space in Israel.
Binyamin Netanyahu

